There’s always a great quality about a VHS
tape that you don’t see any more.”
As an intricate manipulator of cobwebby
sonic materials, VHS Head’s modus
operandi bridges the gap between “Digital
Futures and Analogue Survivals”, as the
title of a daytime Netaudio workshop puts
it. To quote the cover of one of Blacow’s
beloved VHS tapes, Robot Holocaust, “It’s
machine versus man in the ultimate battle
for the future!”
That workshop panel includes writer
Andrew Blake, The Wire’s Mark Fisher and
Olga Goriunova, lecturer at London
Metropolitan University. Netaudio coproducer Andi Studer explains, “We’re
showcasing musicians who use either very
advanced digital technology and the latest
software, or old tape machines and vinyl
records. It’s old and new, but the two have a
common framework of people being led by
technology in their creative work.”
The conference is also running a
workshop on creativity and collaboration,
with Michel Bauwens from the Foundation
For Peer-To-Peer Alternatives, and Calendar
Girl, a pioneer of online remixing. The third
workshop strand is Politics And Protest,
featuring Anthony Iles from Mute magazine
plus a representative from the protest
network UK Uncut. There’s also a sonic maze
and a sound art exhibition, and the whole
shebang climaxes with a concert down the
road at Camden Koko with Radian, Nurse
With Wound, Mika Vainio and Bruce Gilbert.
Meanwhile, still on the phone from
Blackpool – “Yes, it is a miserable place,
but it has a charm” – VHS Head attempts
to explain the heady richness of the music
he creates from such impoverished sources.
“Over the years it’s just got a bit more
complicated,” he says. “I seem to have to
add more and more layers just to keep me
interested. I’ve got a really bad attention
span.”  Netaudio Festival, London
Roundhouse/Camden Koko, 15 May.
netaudiolondon.cc
Clive Bell
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Ivan Seal
Personality disorders
Ivan Seal’s art is subtly unsettling. Readers of The
Wire might be familiar with his paintings via their
use on fellow Berlin resident The Caretaker’s album
sleeves, yet the relationship to sound in Seal’s work
goes beyond illustration. As Seal sees it, he “builds
exhibitions using improvisation games and processes
to create open structures, a bit like music in many
ways”. For a recent show at the Krome gallery in
Berlin, Seal created a series of paintings, then invited
people involved in psychology and Gestalt therapy
to respond to the images; these responses then
became the basis for a new set of 11 paintings. They
also formed the basis of a sound piece, Constructed
Stream Of Consciousness – Narrative Mode Using
Six People In The Field Of Psychology, in which he
recorded himself speaking the respondents’ words,
and then fed the sound into a computer that cut up
and randomised the phrases. The method here recalls
Thomas De Quincey’s conjecture that new literature
could be created by merely translating work from
one language to another and then back again, ad
infinitum.
Although such processes are playful and aleatory,
they assume troubling dimensions in Seal’s work.
The Krome show included another spoken word
piece, Inventory, which consisted of his deadpan
recording of the 500 questions from one of the

most frequently used personality tests, Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2. Such work
points to the interpenetration of psychology and art
in the so-called creative industries. It also recalls
the questionnaire used to recruit assassins in Alan
J Pakula’s The Parallax View, or the disturbingly flat
tone of the reports on extreme psychiatric conditions
in JG Ballard’s The Atrocity Exhibition.
The questions posed by the sound pieces are
also raised by Seal’s paintings. They often feature
pedestals, with blocks of clay seemingly half way
through the process of sculpture, displayed against
a black background. His paintings invite us to
speculate about this shadowy space, which seems
to exist not so much in the paintings as behind and
between them. Is it a darkened museum, a psychiatric
institution, some combination of the two, or
something even more sinister?
His forthcoming exhibition at the Carl Freedman
Gallery in East London – which Seal says will
feature “brand new paintings continuing the use of
improvisation techniques to create unpredictable
results and combinations” – will no doubt allow us to
explore this strange terrain from yet another angle. 
Ivan Seal, Carl Freedman Gallery, London, 19 May–18
June. carlfreedman.com
Mark Fisher
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